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1.7b

adults remain unbanked
globally, with most of the
unbanked residing in
Asia Pacific
(World Bank 2018)
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>1b

in this region lack
access to formal
financial services

In Southeast Asia,
only

48%

of the 600m population
have access to a bank
account

Being excluded from
the traditional banking
system makes it
nearly impossible
for individuals and
businesses to
borrow or save
money

Tackling financial inclusion through social innovation:

Experian’s
Social
Innovation
programme

provides seed
funding to explore
solutions designed
to create societal
benefits and new
revenue streams.
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Hundreds of
millions of
people in India
and Southeast
Asia
have no financial
track record,
making them
‘credit invisible’.

Prove-ID Link

is one of our Social
Innovation products in
India which enables
lenders to verify people’s
identity for loan
applications. This year
alone it’s reached 7
million people, meaning
we’ve reached more
than 22 million people
since 2014.

Tackling financial inclusion across Asia Pacific:
PowerScore is
an alternative
risk score using

non-traditional credit
data, such as telco
data, to provide a
credit profile for
new-to-credit or thin
file segment
consumers.
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Credit bureau
coverage is less
than 40% in
Indonesia and

Experian
PowerScore has
provided 180 million
Indonesians a credit
profile for the first
time.

Case study:
Kredivo, a leading
digital credit card
offering small-ticket
loans to online
shoppers (BNPL)
PowerScore increased
the approval rate from
50 to 56%, with loan
disbursals growing on
average of US$300k a
month.

Tackling financial inclusion across Asia Pacific:
Dynamic Airtime Advance
Using advanced analytics
and Experian’s credit risk
management platform to
help prepaid subscribers
stay connected. From April
2020 to March 2021:
• US$166 million
advances issued
• 20 billion advance
minutes
• 64 million beneficiaries
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Case study:
Mobifone in
Vietnam

Dynamic Airtime
Advance enabled
Mobifone to achieve
a 21% take-up rate
for emergency top-up
offers and generated
>US$100 million of
additional revenue.

Partnership with
Indonesian telco
PT. Hutchison 3
Indonesia

The telco data
provides a rich, realtime source of
alternative data that
can help lenders
make more accurate
lending decisions.

Using technology to solve digital & financial inclusion in Asia Pacific:

Grameen

We have assisted more
than 3,000 people in
rural areas to undergo
credit underwriting tests
through the EngageU
app, empowering them
with financial literacy
training, and disbursed
10,000 loans through
the app.
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UNICEF

Experian helped 120
adolescent mothers in
Chiang Mai with two
online workshops on
building their digital
identities to access
formal banking services.
We also donated IT
equipment and smart
card readers to register
for a national ID.

